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INTRODUCTION
To tackle complex search problem of real world, scientists have been drawing inspiration from nature and natural creatures over the years. Darwinian evolution, group behavior of social insects and the foraging strategy of microbial organisms are some of the example in this category. The core of all these animal search strategies is optimization. They usually try to maximize certain things in their searching strategy.
Bacterial Foraging Technique is completely based on the foraging strategy of Escherichia Coli (E. coli.) bacteria that is found in our intestine. It was proposed by Passino [20] in 2002 . It is basically an evolutionary algorithm, Over the years, animals have developed foraging strategy that maximize a function like E/T, where E is the energy obtained from a prey and T is the time taken during whole process (i.e. from searching the prey, locating and time taken to digest it).
The maximization of this function ensures that the animals get more time for other activities like fighting, fleeing, mating and shelter building. It is likely that animals with better foraging strategy will survive and animals with poor foraging strategy will get eliminated. The best part of BFT is that it is a derivative free method just as other metaheuristics.
BFT has now gained very much popularity and is gaining wide acceptance in solving a whole range of problems. Acharya et al.
[1] applied BFT to convert non Gaussian data to independent linear form to recover all the component of a given source. Dasgupta et al.
[34] applied adaptive computational chemotaxis in BFT to solve the problem of slower convergence of BFT near the global minima value and to take out the bacteria if it gets trapped in the local minima.
The BFT trained WNN is further applied for short term load forecasting by Ulagammai [37] used BFT to a feed forward neural networks preceded by wavelet transformers. The inputs are fed as the time series signal. Nondecimated wavelet transform (NWT) is used as the presignal processor in the model and it is decomposed on number of wavelet coefficient and these are then fed to multilayer network. The output obtained is further combined using wavelet recombination and the output thus obtained is the final output.
In this paper, we propose a BFT based algorithm to train a Wavelet neural network (WNN) and test it's effectiveness on bank's bankruptcy datasets. In this algorithm ,the weights connecting input and hidden layers, hidden and output layers and dilation, translation parameters are updated using BFT algorithm.
Overview of BFT algorithm
BFT is completely based on the foraging technique of the E. Coli (Escherichia coli) bacteria found in the lower intestine of warm blooded organisms. It follows the saltatory search method for searching nutrients. The bacteria has flagella on it's body in order to facilitate in moving.
Motion of the flagella decides in which direction it has to move, like if the flagella moves in the clockwise direction then all the flagella move independently of the one another resulting in what we call as the tumble step this step is used for searching nutrient rich places or to move to the place that is away from the harmful substance (like various ions, acidic or basic environment)
Oon the other hand if the flagella rotate in anticlockwise direction then the flagella respond by forming a bundle and help it to propagate further in their direction, this is called a swim step it is taken when the bacteria is moving in the direction of increasing nutrient concentration. The tumble step determines the direction in which it has to move and swim step is taken in the direction of tumble step.
The bacterial foraging system consists of four principal steps namely chemotaxis step, swarming, reproduction step and elimination dispersion step. These steps are described briefly as follows.
Chemotaxis :
Chemotaxis term refers to the step taken due to presence of the chemical substance in the nearby area. If the substance is of the nutrient type then the bacteria will get attracted to it and will take a step in that direction else the bacteria will take a step away from it in order to avoid it. This step consist of two types of movements: tumble step and swim step. Tumble step basically determines the direction in which swim step has to be taken. This step basically searches the direction in which the nutrient concentration is increasing. After it had taken a tumble step it has to take swim step. This is done by moving in the direction specified by tumble. But it can move up to a predefined number of maximum steps. After that it has to take a tumble step. It has to be kept in mind that bacteria will not take a step if the nutrient concentration is less than the previous one. Suppose the bacteria is at the th j chemo tactic step, th k reproduction step and th l elimination dispersion step with step size as C(i), then the movement can be represented by
Where ∆ indicates a vector in the random direction having the elements in all the directions, T ∆ represents the transpose of the vector. If the number of chemotactic steps is less than the specified level then it is repeated again, else this process is stopped.
Swarming:
An interesting behavior is shown by some of the bacteria including E. 
is the objective function value to be added to the actual objective function (to be minimized) to present a time varying objective function, S is the total number of bacteria ,p is the number of variables to be optimized. For small step size the value of cell to cell factor is close to zero. (B) Each bacterium is sorted out in decreasing order of their health value or increasing order of health value (it is the summation of the entire nutrient it has taken during all chemotactic step it has taken). The first half of the bacteria with the high health value is killed and the other half of the bacteria undergoes reproduction step and the offspring that are produced are placed at the exactly same location as their parent, this keeps the population size constant. If the number of reproduction steps is less than a specified value then this step is repeated again.
Elimination and Dispersal
Step:
There may be some changes like increase in the temperature in a local region or there may be sudden increase in the acidity of the region which results in displacing of some of the bacteria or killing some of the bacteria. These events are random in nature and these are simulated in the algorithm by displacing a part of population into a new location. Some bacteria are randomly chosen and are displaced to new location. This event may help if the new locations are near the global minimum region or there may be reverse case when bacterium near the global minimum region gets displaced to other region. The probability of happening of these events is decided by the parameter p ed (probability of elimination and dispersion). If the current number of elimination and dispersal event is less than a specified number, then this process is repeated again, Else this loop is finished.
The BFOA Algorithm Parameters:
The first step is the initialization of all the parameters p, S,
p: Dimension of the search space.
S:
The number of bacteria in the population.
N c : The number of chemotactic steps.
Nr: The number of reproduction steps.
N ed : The number of elimination dispersal steps.
p ed : Elimination Dispersal Probability.
The size of the step taken in random direction specified by tumble.
N s : Number of swim steps taken.
Algorithm:
[
Step 2] Elimination Dispersal loop: l=l+1
[
Step 3] Reproduction loop: k=k+1
Step 4] Chemotactic loop: j=j+1
For bacteria i=1,2,3,……S take a chemotactic step as follows::
Calculate the current objective function value as follows: (c)Move: movement of the bacteria can be represented as:
This results in the movement of step size C(i) unit in the direction of tumble for bacteria i.
(d)Compute the function value at new point
(e)Swim i) Let m=0(count for swim length)
ii) while m < N S have not gone too far let m=m+1.
If J(i, j+1, k, l) < J last (got more favorable value) then save this new value
And use this ( 1, , ) i j k l θ + to compute the new J(i, j+1, k, l) as we have done it in (d).
Else let m= S N this is the end of while statement..
(iii) Go to the loop of bacteria (i+1) if i ≠ S
Step 5] if j < C N go to step 4 , in this case continue chemotaxis since the life of bacteria is not over.
Step 6] Reproduction:
[a] For the given k and l ,and for each i=1,2,………….S, let
is the measure of all the nutrients it has taken during it's life time and it is also measure of how much successful it was at avoiding noxious substance. Sort bacteria and chemotactic parameters C(i) in order of ascending cost health J (higher cost means lower health).
[b] The / 2 r S S = bacteria with high health value die and rest half go under the process of reproduction and the offspring thus produced are placed exactly at the same location as their parent.
Step 7] If k< re N go to step 3.In this case, we have not reached the number of specified reproduction step
Step 8] To perform elimination and dispersal step choose the no of bacteria to be eliminated (to be decided with the parameter ed p ) and initialize them within the optimization domain. If l < ed N go to the reproduction loop again else finish the loop. Select the minimum value obtained in all the bacteria, this value gives us the minimum value of the function. The flow chart of the above algorithm is given in appendix 1.
Wavelet Neural Network:
The word wavelet is due to Grossmann A family of wavelet can be constructed from a function ( ) x ψ sometimes it is known as "mother wavelet" .which is confined in a finite interval "Daughter Wavelets"
, ( The WNN network is consist of three layers namely input layer, hidden layer and output layer .Each layer is fully connected to the nodes in the next layer. No of input and output node depend on the no of input and output present in the problem. The no of hidden node can be any no from 3 to 15.WNN is implemented here with the Gaussian wavelet function .
The training algorithm for a WNN is as follows (Zhang et al.[42] ):
1) Select the no of hidden nodes required .Initialize the dilation and translation parameters for the connection between the input and hidden layers and also for the connection between the hidden and the output layers. It should be kept in mind that the random value should be limited in the interval (this gives the small error value and algorithm m converges early).
2) The output value of the sample K V ,K=1,2,……..,np,where np is the number of sample is calculated with the following formula :
where nin is the number of input nodes and nhn is the number of hidden nodes and k=1,2,……,np.
In (2) (4)- (7)).In the WNN, the gradient descend algorithm is employed:
( 1) ( ),
( 1) ( ), ( )
where the error function can be taken as
Where η and α are the learning and the momentum rates respectively. 4) Return to step (2) the process is continued until E satisfies the given error criteria, and the whole training of the WNN is completed.
Some problem exists in WNN such as slow convergence, searching space tapping in local minima and oscillation (Pan et al 2008) . We propose BFTWNN to resolve these problems.
Meta heuristic used to train WNN

Threshold accepting trained WNN(TAWNN)
Threshold accepting algorithm, originally proposed by Dueck and Scheur[14] is a faster variant of the original simulated annealing algorithm wherein acceptance of the new move or solution is determined by a deterministic criterion rather than a probabilistic one.
Bacterial Foraging Technology:
BFT is a novel approach in evolutionary algorithm .It was proposed by Passino [20] .It is population based optimization algorithm and is completely based on the foraging method of E.
coli bacterium. In a population of solution within an n dimensional search space ,a fixed number of solution is initialized randomly ,then evolved over time to explore the search space and to locate the minima of the objective function .Inside a generation, new solution are generated by adding a fixed step size in each solution(chemotactic step).The half of the solution that are better than other half are selected in each reproduction step and finally elimination dispersion step is taken to disperse the bacteria to a random location.
Training of WNN with BFT algorithm
Application of BFT in training WNN basically modifies steps (3) and (4) 
The initial population is randomly initialized using the user specified lower and upper bounds for weights, dilation and translation parameters as follows: 
Chemotaxis is basically a search step, which with tumble and swim step directs the search towards potential areas of optimal solution .In the tumble step we basically choose a unit random vector (choosing the random values for all weights, dilation and translation parameters and dividing them by the squared sum of all these).This vector basically determines the direction in which bacteria have to proceed, this should be kept in mind that NRMSE value should decrease after taking this step. The chemotactic step can be represented in the equation as follows:
( ) ( , 1, , ) ( , , , ) ( ) ( ) ( )
where θ is the set of all vectors(i.e. consisting of all the weights ,dilation and translation parameters), C(i) is the size of the step taken and i ∆ is the vector in the random direction. It will be containing random values for weights from input to hidden, from hidden to output, dilation and translation parameter) i is the bacterium index, j, is the chemotactic index, k is reproduction index, l is the elimination dispersal index. New NRMSE value is calculated and stored. After the tumble step a swim step is taken in the direction of tumble step but until a maximum length of swim , after that a tumble step must be taken.
Next step is the reproduction step ,in this step the health value of the bacteria is calculated as follows, for the given reproduction step counter and elimination step counter it is calculated as follows:
be the health of bacteria .sort bacteria in the increasing value of( health J ).
(b) The / 2 r P P = bacteria with the highest health J value die and the other r P bacteria with the best value split and the copies that are formed are placed at exactly the same location as their parent.
Next step is the elimination and dispersal step to simulate this step we take a bacteria at the random (chosen with probability ed p and are randomly dispersed to the random location.)
Chemotactic step have to be repeated up to C N times for each bacteria ,the reproduction step has to be repeated r N times and elimination dispersal step has to be completed for ed N times .After performing all these step we get M solution that is retained by each bacteria, we select those value which have the minimum NRMSE value. The set of values are our optimum weights, dilation and translation parameter value these values are tested on the test data. We can also set the other condition that if the objective function value in two consecutive steps is less than a predefined value then the algorithm gets terminated.
Bankruptcy Predictions:
Bankruptcy prediction has been a subject of formal analysis since at least 1932, when Fitz The parameters used for WNN were number of hidden node. Parameters used for BFTWNN are number of hidden nodes, no of chemotactic step, no of reproduction step, no of elimination dispersion step, no of bacteria, no of swim step, step size and λ (if you are using dynamic step size(quotation needed).No of bacteria is taken as between 50 to 100,the no of chemotactic step is taken between 30 to 50,no of reproduction step is taken between 20-40 and no of elimination step is taken between 4-10,no of swim step is to be taken as 20-60.The λ value has to be taken as 400.All are flexible parameters and can be decreased in order to achieve faster convergence.
The no of hidden nodes is taken in the range of 3-15 depending on the no of input nodes for all the three algorithms.
All the datasets are analyzed with WNN,TAWNN and BFTWNN using 10 fold cross validation .The average accuracy over all the folds are computed for the six datasets. 
